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Little big man

Fight Knight
The Mixed Martial Arts
Club at UCF fights and

Despite his small size, A.J. Rompza
plays' big on the court -SEE SPORTS,A10

bonds -

SEE NEWS,A2

,)

Student Union open 24 hours
Extended hours during finals ~eek
MATT REINSTETLE

G

StaffWriter

These stories and more
over winter break:

Brouhaha festival
features UCF students
by Camille Thomas
Stude"t work from the UCF film
department was featured in the
18th ani:i~al Brouhaha festival.

Club helps students
rela~ enJoy chocolate
_)

,,.

.I
I

by Tina Russell
The Chocolate Club at UCF is a
social club th t exists to help
students share acommon love
for chocolate.

Musically-inclined
student plays local fest
by Gretha McCandele
Eric Britt, asophomore music
major, was recently featured in
this year's Anti-Pop Music
Festival.

And that's not all ...
.l

Check back at

www.UCFNews.com over the
winter break every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday for
Web-exclusive updates.

Students looking for an
alternative place to study
for finals this week can
find comfort in the Student Union.
From Monday until
Dec. 14, the· Student Union
will be open 24 hours, as
students begin to study
for final exams.
Student Government

For more photos
of Study Union:
www.UCFNews.com

Association Marketing
and
Sustainability
Coordinator Adam Giery
said additional tables,
chairs and power strips
will be brought in to maximize study space in the
Student Union. Student
Development and Enrollment Services will be

handing out free school
supplies for all in attendance. Tutoring sessions
will be made available by
the Student Academic
Resource Center, and SGA
will host midnight breakfasts for students throughout till Wednesday night.
"What makes this thing
so cool is ... besides the
free stuff, we are reaching
PLEASE SEE

SGA ON A4

1111

CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Student Union will remain open from Dec. 7through Dec. 14 for students who
are in need of a study place. All rooms in the Student Union will be open.

SERIES I THE VEHICLES OF UCF

Wheels
· by the
numbers
'

Alook at the fleet of vehicles
used by departments at UCF

Also, follow us on Twitter
@UCFNews for breaking news
updates during the break.

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Design
ASHLEY CARNIFAX ·
Online News Editor

The fact that UCF has more than 52,000 students gets recited in nearly every conversation
about the school What isn't as talked about, however, are the 393 vehicles the university owns and
maintains.

According to information provided by the university, the 393 cars, trucks, SUVs and other vehicles
are spread across 62 departments and cast UCF
more than $5.5 million.
The Physical Plant, the department 'with the
highest number of vehicles, makes up 19 percent of
the university's fleet, with 76.
The Physical Plant's vehicles range from small
cars to large trucks and passenger vans and comprise about 22 percent ofthe total vehicle cost ofthe
university - more than $1.1 million. However, it has
only added one car to its fleet in the last two years,
a trend that mirrors that of the university as a
whole.
Christine Dellert of UCF News & Information
said UCF is trying to save money by cutting back on
the number of new vehicles that are being purchased. Instead, Dellert said, departments are trading vehicles between other departments and finding other uses for them before trading them in.
"We're trying to utilize those as much as we
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON AS

LOCAL &STATE, A2

BLACK BEAR SEASON
PROPOSED FOR
FLORIDA PANHANDLE
..

Mickey Larkins, vice president of
the Florida Bear Hunters
Association, plans to propose the
Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission to allow
for a black bear hunting season.
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IMPASSE HEARING
FOR COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING

'
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UCF to partner
with UF, Valencia
CAMILLE THOMAS
Staff Writer

UCF is working with
Valencia Community College and the University of
Florida to
add
an
architecture degree to its
undergraduate program
this coming fall.
.
The new program was
accepted in the Nov. 19
UCF Board of Trustees
• meeting and will be held
on regional campuses.
Incoming . freshmen
interested in pursuing an
architecture degree will
take two years ofprerequisite classes at Valencia
Community College, said
Craig Tidwell, the special
programs manager for
UCF's regional campus
administration.
There,
students will earn an associate degree and build a
portfolio that will be
judged by faculty and
industry professionals.

G

AROUND CAMPUS, A2
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in2012

For photos of the
new dassrooms:
www.UCFNews.com

ASHLEY CARNIFAX / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Physical Plant owns 76 fleet vehicles, ranging from cars
and trucks to vans, the most of any department in the university.
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The University of Central Florida
Board ofTrustees will conduct a
public impasse hearing to resolve
remaining collective bargaining
issues between UCF and the
United Faculty of Florida.

DON1 BE AFRAID OF
WEIGHT GAIN.OVER
WINTER BREAK
The Health Services licensed
dietitian and nutritionist will give
you tips and tricks for avoiding
weight gain and fitness phobia
during the holidays on Tuesday at
1p.m. in the Wellness Center.
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It's everywhere. On containers, trash bins, mysterious white trucks that roam
\JCF at night It's in offices,
dorms, on the Web, in the
Student Union. It's the UCF
.I Recycles logo.
Students, faculty and
guests see the logo across
campus. However, very few
get to see what's behind this
omnipresent reminder of
UCFs commitment to sustainability.
Brian
Wormwood,
of
assistant
director
housekeeping & recycling
services, knows exactly
what happens to our
beloved water bottles once
thrust into the realm of the
arrowed triangle.

•CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Recydes logos cari be seen across the UCF campus.Aluminum,cardboaril and
plastic materials are collected in afacility behind the Physical Plant building.

The recycling czar
UCF Recycles' headheads a team of four , quarters is located in the
groundskeepers, who work Physical Plant (recently
with Senior Superintendent renamed Facilities and
of Maintenance Don Atkin- Safety) - a large, gray, conson to coordinate·the efforts crete building tucked away
of groundskeepers who at the southernmost tip of
work solely on the recy- campus next to the UCF
cling program with those Police Department
who are involved on a less
regular basis.

PLEASE SEE

PROGRAM ON A6

Knights .
Helping
Knights, a new volunteer
organization at UCF, provides canned goods, beverages and other amenities to
UCF students in need, on
the third floor of the
Student Union.
"Please come and get
food from the pantry," said
Aubrey Brown, a sophomore KHK member and
interdisciplinary studies
major. "We love helping
our Knights!''
The food pantry is locat: ed in room 312 of the
l Student Union and is open
I
Tuesday through Thursday
I from ll a.m. to 2 p.m. The
pantry is open to all students and functions on the
honor sy~tem.

Seventeen million U.S.households in
2008 had difficulty putting food
on the table, an increase of 4 million
from 2007.
Spike In 2008
Percent of households with food
Insecurity
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"You take what you
need," said Christy Morin,
the Student Union event
coordinator and KHK marPLEASE SEE

NEW ON A8

A2

AROUND. CAMPUS

Mixed
martial arts
club strikes
down
stereotypes

News and notices for
the UCF community

Collective bargaining at UCF
The University of Central Florida Board of
Trustees will conduct a
public impasse hearing to
resolve remaining collective bargaining issues
between the University of
Central Florida and the
United Faculty of Florida.
This impasse hearing
will take palce on Monday
starting at 9 a.m. in Millican Hall Room 308.
Call 407-823-2482 for
more informatioµ.

Don't stop working out
The Health Services
licensed dietitian and
' nutritionist will give you
tips and tricks for avoiding weight gain and fitness phobia during the
holidays.
You can also learn
strategies that let you
indulge within reason.
The meeting is Tuesday from 1 p.m. until 2
p.m. in the Wellness Center Classroom of the
Recreation and Wellness
Center.
There will be a snack
provided, and the event is
worth 500 LINK Loot
points.
Call 407-823-5841 for
more information.

LOCAL.
&STATE
Keep with local headlines

you may have missed

Black bear hunting proposed
for Florida PanhancHe
BRISTOL - Mickey
Larkins would rather watch
bears than hunt them.
But _he's seen enough.
Larkins, vice president
of the Florida Bear Hunters
Association, plans to step
into the next Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation
Commission meeting in
February "loaded for
bears."
Larkins is stu\:lying the
population ofblack bears in
the Florida Panhandle to
convince the FWC to open
a short black bear hunting
season.
The FWC estimates
there are now 3,500 black
bears that live along the
Panhandle.
His proposal: a twoweek season, perhaps, with
50 bear tags sold to hunters
in 10 counties. Those
hunters could pay private
land owners to hunt on
their property.
"I am not saying open
any hunting in the national
forests;' Larkins said.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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MATT REINSTETLE
Staff Writer

Standing at 5 feet 8 inches, Sarah Davis has her arms
wrapped around the head of a much taller man.
Davis is trying to sweep the leg of the 6-foot-3-inch
man as he is trying to find a way out ofher sleeper h<;>ld.
Davis hooks her foot around the back of the man's leg
as she takes him down to the wrestling mat in the Ferrell Commons Auditorium. Another man yells "time"
after checking his cell phone, and the two get up and
walkaway.
Davis grabs some water, wipes the sweat off of her
face, and checks to see ifthe bandage is still stuck to her
. right shin after her grappling session during her mixed
martial arts practice.
·
People often look at Davis with confusion when she
tells them that she is part of the :MMA Club at UCF.
"They tend to look at me funny and go 'What, why
would you do that?"' Davis said. "It's something that
you really have to experience to understand, because l
love MMA I have not been doing it for very long, but I
was hooked after the first meeting."
The MMA Club was founded three years ago and is
part of the UCF Sports Club Council. Mixed martial
arts is a blend of different fighting disciplines that
involve punching, kicking and submission wrestling in
orcjer to cause the opponent to submit. MMA has benefited from a recent spike in popularity from the success of the Ultimate Fighting Championship.
The club consists of about 14 active members who
practice three nights a week in the Ferrell Commons
Auditorium, MMA Club President Chris Soha said.
John Geddes, the MMA Club director of competition, said all of the active members have a different
bond compared to other clubs on campus.
"We have a really close brotherhood with each
other, because you really get close to a guy that you can
punch in the face and not get mad at you," Geddes said.
The members ofthe club do not hold back during
practice, as MMA involves striking, or punching, elements. Striking will leave some black eyes and bloody
noses, but Soha said he classifies those as bruises.
"When you are getting punched, everyone eventually ends up with a bloody nose, but after pretty much a
night's rest, it's over;' Soha said. "We'll have a few guys
with black eyes but, you know, that's the name of the
game."
It is rare for a member to miss practice que to an
injury, Soha said.
Soha said the club has seen boosts in attendance
from the popularity ofUFC fights on television. After a
big fight on TY, a lot of new members will come in and
stay with the club for a few weeks, Soha said.
Sam Levi, a freshman health sciences major, said he
became interested in MMA after watching The Ultimate Fighter, an MMA reality TV show in which fighters compete to win a contract to fight in the UFC.
The club also makes efforts to try and fmd MMA
competitions around the Orlando area for members
who are interested.
The club sent two members to compete in an open
grappling tournament during the Disney Martial Arts
Festival last October, Geddes said. Grappling is basically submission fighting where the goal is to put your
opponent into a hold and get them to tap out, Soha said.
Geddes said- that the MMA Club is looking into
forming a partnership with some of the martial arts
schools around UCF to get discounted rates to use their
facilities and to have professionals teach the class
directly.
Besides teaching how to fight in structured match-
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Members of the Mixed Martial Club at UCF practice in the Ferrell Commons
Auditorium. Members can practice martial arts moves with each other.

es, the club also teaches self-defense.
Soha said the club has had a few guys come and
learn how to protect themselves after being sucker
punched in a bar. Most people don't know how to correctly throw a punch, but knowing the correct form will
give a person a massive advantage over someone who
does not, Soha said.
Some members do not lOQk at the club as a means of
preparing for competitions or self-defense but for the
satisfaction of the work they put into the sport.
"I like that there is a direct correlation between how
much effort you put in and what you get out of it, and I
like how easy it is to fall asleep after practice," said Mike
Osipov, a freshman psychology major.
With the sweat wiped off of her forehead, Davis and
her fellow club members get back to practicing groundwork on the mat. Th,ey look to the center of the mat as
Soha explains. how to complete a maneuver to get an
opponent off of you when pinned down.
"I think a lot of people misconceive us as a bunch of
guys beating the crap out of each other, but, really, there
is a lot of technique that goes into it," Davis said. "It's
more sophisticated than people think."
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Modem mixed martial arts competition, or MMA, has only a short history,as the first Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFO eventtook place on Nov.
12, 1993. However, martial artists of different backgrounds have been fighting for years leading up to the burgeoning modem-day interest in full-<ontact
combat athletic endeavors. In accordance, this full-<ontact combat sport is growing in popularity at an amazing rate.
Greek Pankration,a fighting event that became a part ofthe Olympic Games in 648 B.C., is the first documented full-contact, few rules combat
competition in history.
- MARTIALAITTS.ABOUT.COM

The Future wants to hear
from you. If yon have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus· column, send a fax
to 407-447-4556 or an e-mail
to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines are 5
p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday for Thursday.·
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Thirty percent chance of

FEW
rain. Northeast winds at 10 mph.
SHOWERS

High:77°

Low:620

Tonight: Partly cloudy. Winds
north northeast at 9 mph.

Tuesday

High:81°

MOSTLY CLOUDY

low:67°

Wednesday

High: 84°

SCATTERED STORMS low: 65°

i~OOne free.copy of the Centro/Rodda Future permitted
per issue. If available, additional copies may be
purchased from our office with prior approval for $1
each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may
be subject to civil and criminal prosecution
and/or University discipline.
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SGA offers free midnight breakfasts to students
FROM

Al

out to the students, trying
to provide them with a
study space to maximize
their academic efforts,"
Giery said.
The UCF Library will
also have extended hours
through finals week. The
library will be open from
7 a.m. to 3 a.m., Monday
through Thursday, and
from noon to 3 a.m. on
Dec. 13, said Meg Scharf,
the associate director for
public services at the UCF
Library.
SARC will be holding
36 tutoring sessions Monday through Wednesday,
and the Writing Center
will be offering consultations to students to proofread final papers and
assignments. All tutoring
sessions will be held in

one wing of the Student
Union.
Sophomore civil engineering,
major
A.J.
Modesto said he will be
taking full advantage of
the tutoring sessions to
get ready for his chemistry II final
Junior electrical engineering major Amber
Scheurer said she would
be willing to give Study
Union a shot this year as
she studies for her physics
III and electrical systems
finals.
Restaurants inside the
Student Union will have
extended hours through
finals week, providing
students different food
options.
Study Union has seen a
growth in attendance
since its inception last
fall. Giery said more than

80,000 students c'a me to
the first Study Union in
the fall semester of 2008,
and more than 117,000 students came during sprin?
2009 finals.
The success of the
event has drawn the attention of other Florida
schools.
Representatives from
schools such as Florida
State University and the
University of South
Florida have come to UCF
to see how to set up the
event at their universities.
Giery. said USF officials will be in attendance
this week to observe how
the event is managed.
Study Union is being
paid for by a $10.000 grant
from the UCF Parent
Fund as part of the Creed
Incentive Grant Fund.
SGA is providing addi-

LOOKING INTO LAW SCHOOL?
•••THEN LOOK INTO BLACKSTONE

free

LsJal
....I

Saturday, _1/2
10am-2pm

Practice Exam- Tuesday, 1/5
1pm - 5pm

Tuesday, 1/5
6pm -10pm
at the UCF Courtyard
by Marriott
Comprehensive program $795

including materiaJs

tional funding for the free
breakfasts, Giery said.
Giery said SDES will
be giving out supplies
ranging from Scantrons
and blue books to eco-

friendly writing utensils,
such as biodegradable
pens and recycled wooden pencils.
Students can go to
www.facebook.com and

join the "Study Union will
be open 24 hours during
finals week and FREE
FOOD!" group for message reminders and more
information.

•

Master's option by 2+2+2
FROM Al

If their portfolios look
promising, students will
be admitted into the program to receive a
bachelor's degree of
design in architecture,
Tidwell said. He said the
following two years will
be spent at Valencia's
recently unveiled University Center on its West
Campus, where students
will take 10 to 12 courses
to earn their undergraduate degree. Courses
offered by UCF during
this part of what is called
a "2+2+2" program can be
found on the UCF regional campuses' Web site.
"This program is targeted toward Valencia
students already studying
architecture," Tidwell
said. "We're basically
copying UF's curriculum,
but it's not a competition
between us."
The last two years of
the program allow students to achieve their
master's degree and
architecture license as a
UF student, Tidwell said.
The
master
of
architecture program will
be located in Orlando and
will be open to all students applying to the
Graduate School of
Architecture,
said
Michael Gold, a professor
and director ofUF's Cityin
lab-Orlando
Downtown Orlando in an
e-mail. Entry requirements for scholastic

•

SUSAN ANDREA KEATING I CEIITRAL FlDRIDAFUTURE

UCF will be offering an undergraduate degree in architecture next fall semester.

achievement are set by
the UF Graduate School,
which will require certain GRE and GPA standards, Gold said. He also
said the GSOA requires a
portfolio of work in addition to the UF general
application process..
The
program
is
expected to launch in
2012. More information
about applying for the
program will be available
in the fall 2011 semester
when applications will
start being accepted,
Gold said.
"I'm really excited. I·
knew I wanted to do
architecture, but UCF
didn't have it," said Haley
Stewart, a civil engineering sophomore. "I really
wanted to go here, so I
chose civil engineering
because I knew architecture was not an avenue I
could go down."
The funds being used

to pay for the new program are reoccurring
funds, or funds that are
constantly being brought
in for the regional campuses and have specifically been allocated to or
reserved for them, Tidwell said.
"I was given the
impression that I had to
put the idea [of getting an
architecture degree] out
of my head," f:,tewart said.
''I know that they are cutting back on pmgrams
and completely cutting
some."
The progran;i has been
in the works for the last
three to four years, Tidwell said. He also said
faculty positions were
being written and have
yet to be posted. Currently, the program is not
accredited with the Florida chapter of the American Institute of Architecture.
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UCF PD bought 12 vehicles in the last 18 months .

•

. FROM

•

Al

can." Dellert said
Vehicle purchases by
the
university
have
decreased steadily over the
past three years. From 2007
to 2008, vehicle purchases
decreased from 37 to 18,
about a 51 percent drop.
Vehicle purchases continued to decrease by more
than 72 percent from 2008
to 2009, from 18 new vehicles in 2008 to 5 in 2009.
Chris Castro, an intern
with Office of Sustainability and Energy Manage-

•

.
•
•

ment, said they are working on several initiatives to
cut costs associated with
the fleet cars. In addition to
having a solar-powered
Zenn car and a plug-in
electric-powered Toyota
Prius, the office is pushing
to convert as many fleet
cars as possible to diesel
engines to take advantage
of biodiesel fuels, Castro
said .
The ages of the vehicles
span more than four
decades. The oldest, a
1966 flatbed truck, was purchased in 1973 and is

owned by the Physical
Plant. The newest, a 2010
Honda Insight hybrid, was
purchased in August by the
civil engineering department.
The cost of the vehicles
also varies greatly, from the
$47,400 dump truck owned
by the Division of Landscape & Natural Resources
to the $1,024 golf cart
owned by the athletics
department.
The
UCF
Police
Department owns 57 vehicles, 15 percent of the total
fleet, the second-largest

•

department after the Physical Plant, and accounts for 17
percent of the total UCF
vehicle cost.
Unlike the Physical Plant,
which has decreased its
spending over the last three
years, UCF PD has added 12
new vehicles to its fleet in the
last 18 months, including four
Ford Explorers, one Chevrolet Suburban, six Ford Crown
Victorias and a decoy vehi-

de, which is a car with no
engine or working parts that
looks like a working car.
Decoy vehicles are used to
trick people into thinking
there is police presence, typically to deter peopJe from
speeding.
These ·newly purchased
cars and SUVs range from
$4,000 for the decoy vehicle
to $14,287 for a 2006 Ford
Explorer.

Coming soon:
Part two of the series on
university-owned vehicles
will feature the process UCF
goes through in order to buy
and sell its vehicles, as well
as the process it goes
thr6ugh to decide which
types of vehicles to purchase.
Pick up the first issue of
the Future in the spring on
Jan. 4 for part two.
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UCF vehicles by cost per department (top) illustrates how much each department spent on their cars compared to the
total cost of all vehicles. UCF vehicles by department (bottom) shows the percentage of the fleet each department owns.
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Program sellS scrap metal to generate funds
FROM Al
The unassuming structure
is home to everything' from
administrative offices to a
mechanic repair shop and
encompasses a large warehouse and, of course, UCF's
recycling center. It is here that
recyclables are brought,
transported in the back of
those big white trucks.
Once the merchandise

arrives, the sorting begins. time here," Wormwood said
Aluminum cans are dumped Since then, when UCFs recyinto a 4-foot-deep holding cling program was still
bay, where they remain until known as KnightCycle, many
enough cans accumulate to more materials have been
be compacted into bails. Plas- added to the recycling portfotics and cardboard are also lio.
compacted into bails once
Besides plastic bottles, aluenough material accumulates. minum cans and cardboard,
Aluminum cans and card- UCF currently recycles
board were some of the first shrink wrap, scrap metal,
things recycled at UCF, ''back wooden pallets, paper and
in the early '90s, before my · even old refrigerators, accord-

ing to Wormwood Looking
~
toward the future, glass and
The resin identification code, typically found on the botlom ofa
Styrofoam are next on the
container, is used to help Identify different pJastlcs for,rscycling.
list of materials to be recyCollectillll
...... .
cled
• Most
A.
Polyalhylene
• Containers for food
Space at the Physical
commonly
@'1-1/f. leiephlftalllle
•Fl>erforcarpel
recycled;
Drink bottles.
• laminated &heels
Plant is limited, and every
picked up
•
detergent bot1Jes
•Tole bags
new material added to the
curbside or
• Bollles for non-food
dropped off
"to collect"· Jist adds presitems:(jetergent,
at any
sure, so where does all the
shampoo. map
recycling
• Plastic lumber
center
recycled material go from
there? While some stays in
• Few
· ' I':),_ Polyvinyl chlortde •Pipe
Florida, a lot is actually
• Loose-leaf tiinder&
centers
~ 3·-\.. Shrink wrap,
• Traffic cones
accept these "-+-' garden hoses,
exported overseas, Worm• Packaging
plastics due
PVC
&hoe soles
wood said
to low
• Shipping ~
Local companies serv- ·
rate of
• Floor tile
recyctablllty
4-\.. low-den9lty
polyelhylene
ing as middlemen buy
tJ Dry cleaning bags. •Paneling
•Trash cans
LDPE
squeeze bollles
UCF's recycled material,
transport it tti transfer cenPolypropylene
• Garden edging
Bottle caps, takeout • Plant pots
ters and ports, and sell it to
food containers,
• Garden rakes
foreign '1unk dealers" hunpp
drinking straws
• Bike l'IP(II
gry for scrap. What sounds
•Widely
Po~
like a shady (not to mention
accepted
Pla8tic: loam,
smelly) business is actually
atoenters,
packing peanuts,
not curbside
coal hangers
coihmon practice. :
An economic recession
•Difficult
has slowed down some
to recycle;·
seldom
recycling efforts.
collected
"The market fe'll apart
food lining
November-December last
• These plastics sometimes contain bisphenol A (BPA), ii man-made
chemical that is now detectable in most people's urine, vthJc:h may be
year," Wormwood said.
linked to breast cancer, prostate cancer and dangerous hormonal
However, even before last
changes in children
year's trash market crash,
=:i;::,.,.~~111oPIUfloalndusl,y, E-Td<,U.S.CenllnforO.-C<nal·-IET
recycling wasn't a very
profitable business at UCF.
academic year is running at Student Government Asso"In 2008, we spent around 25 percent, 5 per- ciation, which se3ks to
$100,000 on salaries but centage points short of a estabijsh a culture of cononly earned $19,000 from new Florida mandate servation on campps.
scrap sales," he said
requiring a 3'0 percent recy- . "SGA has been working
Depending on how fast cle rate for all government incredibly hard to make
the planet's dwindling and state buildings.
sure that tJCF becomes a
resources are exhausted,
Although UCF is on cleaner, greener, more susthe profitability of recycling track to.meet this require- tainable canipus," said
may change drastically.
ment in the near future, Tracy
Will<,
SGA
"Sooner or later, when Wormwood said he won't environment~
and
we run out of materials, be satisfied even when 30 sustainabilityt specialist. "I
hope to see tlie UCF Recyrecycling will be more prof- percent is reached
itable," Wormwood said
"A.recent examination of cles progr.nn expand
UCF Recycles has the UCF's total waste found throughout thf years since
potential to become prof- that 65 percent of all the it provides sucll a concrete
itable well before the last material . thrown away resource for students and
tree on the planet has been could have been recycled," helps our campus continue
cut down to function as he said
on its path toward sustainyour midterm paper, howIn the uphill battle to ability;' she said
ever. According to Worm- change people's habits,
Wormwood said he is
wood, the amount of mate- Wormwood said he some- optimistic about UCF sturial being recycled is times feels frustrated
dents' attitudes toward
increasing steadily, growing · ''I'm always picking stuff recycling.
from 12.97 percent of total up after people," he said
'Tm excited about the
waste in the 2007-2008
Still, the university has . future, because people are
academic year to 17.04 per- come a long way, and the starting to pay attention to
cent in the 2008-2009 ·aca- UCF Recycles program has things I have a long time
demic year. The current strong support from the ago;' Wormwood said

Understanding
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New organization is based on honor system
,

FROM A1

.

holiday, the organization
handed out bags of food
with a local Girl Scouts
troop in front of the Student
Union.
"We printed out four different recipes to include
with the bags," Morin said.
Last week, nearly 40 people were helped by the food
pantry and more than 100
since the opening less than a
month ago, she said.

keting chair.
Knights Helping Krughts
was created to help students
focus on succeeding in
school and paying for tuition
by removing some other
financial burdens, said Sarah
Maton, KHK student director and sophomore event
management major.
This past Thanksgiving

The organization began
when Rick Falco, the
Student Union assistant
director of maintenance and
operations, received a complaint from a student that
the economy was affecting
not only her but other students. This student requested help from SGA and elsewhere but couldn't find any
assistance because there
wasn't any program aimed

• General Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry
• lnvisaliQn
• Preventative Care
•Zoom WhiteninQ

Call Today!

407-381-3000
1 / ·n /11111 ., <··(' iii , , r r 11r

t

COS;\IET IC & FA\UL\'
D l' NTfS T RY

1870 N.Alafaya Tr.
Orlando, FL 32828
(Across from RaceTrac)
Hi-tech, extremely comfortable office.
Visit our website at:

www.AlafayaDentistry.com

toward her immediate
needs. She suggested that
UCF provide some help to
students in need of basic
goods.
·
Falco, also a LEAD
Scholars
professor,
brought in a news article
to his class that talked
about how students were
really getting hit hard by
the downturn in the economy, Maton said. Maton
said that it is affecting students' ability to pay for
bills and even just to buy
food.
Falco's class of approximately 25 students asked
themselves: ''Why don't
we find a way to address
this on campus somehow?" Maton said.
KHK was created as
the students' service project. They planned the
organization's purpose
and goals as well as how to
supply and sustain the
food pantry.
Student Development
and Enrollment Services
created a KHK committee,
headed by Teresa M.
Chmelir, the Counseling
Center associate director
of prevention. The goal of
this committee is to
spread awareness not only
of the resources that UCF
provides but also that the
economy is affecting students in a serious way, she
said.
"The person right next
to you can be significantly
suffering from the economy right now," Chmelir
said. "It's being supportive
of that person, helping
them find the resources.''
The Department of
Housing and Residence
Life noted at a committee
meeting that students are
throwing away belongings
when moving out. To deal
with this, KHK decided to
organize a yard sale, where
it collected donations and
gave students an opportunity" to sell their unwanted

•
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Knights Helping Knights is a new volunteer organization created by LEAD
Scholar dass that hosts an open pantry on the third floor of the Stud nt Union.

possessions or buy others'
stuff at cheap prices.
KHK works in collab.oration with the following
SDES offices: UCF Health
Services, the UCF Counseling Center, the Office of
Mul~icultural Academic
and Support Services, the
Registrar's Office, the
Office of Student Financial Assistance, the First
. Year· Experience Office
and the Student Union.
The organizations partnered together to form the
KHK program to help support UCF students and
families during this economic crisis. They help by
providing resources and
services that will continue
to support student succes!l
at UCF, repdrts KHK Web
site,
www.khk.sdes.ucf.edu.
"We had some students who were going
days without eating,
because they didn't have
money to buy food,"
Chmelir said.

In early N ember,
KHK opened
e food
pantry for all stu ents but
will be starting i s major
marketing camp · at the
beginning of sp · g 2010,
Morin said.
"We will coll ct anything," Morin s d about
the pantry. "If it c uld help
will
anyone else,
accept it.''
I
The organiz tion provides tips on ho to manage financial and economic stress on its eb site's
Resources for tudents
page. 'l'he hotne age also
offers links to o er helpful Web sites an a KHK
brochure.
KHK is very d dicated
to helping sfude ts and
very enthusiastid about
this new organization,
Brown said.
"We're starting small,"
Maton said. "We want to
lay a firm foundation for
what we are doing here. I
think that it has the potential to do a lot of good.''
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• Cutting-edge faculty and curriculum
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exactly what they received,
much to everyone's surprise.
"It was a good day,"
Danny added. "Professore
Vacanti would've been proud
of me. Or maybe I should say
would've been feiro di me."
Professore
Vacanti
refused to comment.
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tunities were misser'
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BACK WHEN
TEXT "UCFVIP" TO
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ing. That's my gift. Wanna
cheat and not get caught? Just
call
Craig
'CribSheet'
McGrott!"
While some considered
the slogan gimmicky, the
testimonials
spoke
for
themselves. And there's no
cheating that.

professor Michael Fineman know of many books that
spoke with great liberty.
people would prefer over
"Did we eat too many straight cash money. Maybe a
Doritoes? Maybe. Throw a stack
of
inappropriate
little Frisbee around? Sure. But magazines or something, but
teachers deserve to have a little not textbooks."
fun too. And it's not like it hurt
The Money mascot was
ear-old
based on evidence

A local colljlge advertising
class is taking on the law. In
fact, it's an mtire law firm!
The creative class is spendin~
their semester trying to h,
the lawyers get more busines,
"We just r,on 't get it," sc
Brian Fats. 'We really ·'some creati e help arr
here. Althou\1, we real!~
forward to seeing all their •
and work, thjlp crushin,
with legal Sfeak and ja1.
making the.qi change thin._
that don't matter and basically
trying to water it down until
it's either aot funny, no
creative or interesting in any
way."
After su ,mitring their firs
round of ideas, the class

vou

---
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demanding answers, there's no
word yet on how the school
intends to respond. The matter
is now in the hands of Chancellor Debra Pittman, who is
rumored to have streaked
tbm
te earlier that

ITALIAN 101
HEUPS
STUDENT

HEATING
SYSTEM

AREA
SENIOR
GETTING
REALLY

O~ER
PIZ ,AAT
RES AUFACULTY
FOUND
TAILGATING
BEFORE BIG
EXAM

"

"
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While Mick hasn't had
much success, he's determined
to find a way. The Junior is
currently negotiating rental
agreements for food, tuition,
back massages and toiletries.
"If I could rent all that, I'm
pretty certain I wouldn't ever
need a real job." And if he
:cioes'.I "I'll probably rent a guy
to do that for me too."

~ ----

Th--- •

What bega
dining-out e.
turned into
yesterday w
Danny Rivers
realized that th
rant that they .
lunch...
was
Italian-speaking.
Looking fr
more authentic
favorite Pizza Bai
had decided to vet
try a new place.
"I swear it
scariest moment oi
Karl • Winsey, a
Danny's, recalled. "I
we time-warped into
--u\Jl :.. Wbere was
!'
during
the r
something. The wait... ...ame everyone
over and started talking in last-minute question frenzy?
Italian! Um... what? I had no Apparently, tailgating.
According to Senior Ben
idea what to do."
eight professors
Fortunately for the group, Higgins,
(including those mentioned
Danny Rivers did.
"I've been taking Italian above) were spotted in the
101 this semester," Danny faculty parking lot behind the
explained, "so I was pretty school just after noon, watch- was worth more. An altercation
comfortable in that environ- ing football and playing ensued that involved several
ment. Once I heard him say hacky-sack.
blows to the head of Book and
'amici' I knew he wasn't mad
"They were freaking according to some witnesses, a
at us or anything, so I just stuck tailgating?" Ben ex.claimed flying dropkick
with what I remembered... furiously. "Charcoal grill, off the ropes. While Book took
'saluti,' 'il mio nome e Danny,' coozies, Chinese horseshoes... the first swing, it was Money
the "."hole shebang! They're who finished it.
that kind of stuff."
After breaking the ice, supposed to be helping u
Apparently, Money is
Danny managed to tell the here ... not grilling hotdogs and always better than books.
waiter that he and his friends _high-fiving."
"It's not really a shock,"
The faculty did not deny Sherrif Steven Kimbo stated at
wanted one very much good
pizzas on the large. It was the claim. In fact, Art History the pres" conference. "I i9n't

Q
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STUDENT
WANTS
TO RENT
EVERYTHING

RESHMAN
UST
ALIZES
E SPENT
SENTIRE
TUDENT

RANf.r

It was

---=----

Junior Mick McConnelly has
decided that he will no longer
· every option out there," buy anything. Instead, he says
tional Greek Board with confidence, ''I'IJ? gonna
Henry Boggins. rent."
re only about 18,000
Mick tells the story of.
r combinations to renting his apartment, which is
o you had to know "waaaaay cheaper than buying
one", which led to renting
e
movies, renting cars and even
the Greek System in a state of renting his textbooks. "Once I
turmoil, as rumors began to fly found out I could rent
immediately. Some suggested textbooks, I was like, duh, this
a move to a 4-letter system, is the future."
while others questioned why it
always had to be Greek. "I
think English is a pretty good
language," said Debra Boomgarden. "I mean, this is the
United States, not a foreign
domestic country."
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swers on tiny pieu:s
of paper ( commonly known as
crib sheets). At least, accordinto the advertisement he ran on
Facebook last week.
"Look,
everybody's
different," Craig explained
yesterday. "Some people are
really smart. Others are just
really _good at tiny handwrit-

TER
JMBINA_...IONS
Panic struck the heart of
fraternities
and sororities
across the nation this week
when word spread that the
number of unique remaining
Greek letter combinations was
in critical condition.
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WANT TO KEEP UP WITH UCF SPORTS TEAMS DURING THE WINTER BREAK? GO TO WWW.UCFNEWS.COM.
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"He's a guy who is never satisfied with the amount of work he puts in."
- ISAAC SOSA, UCF OPHOMORE GUARD

SPORTS
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Rompza's small frame
helps out on the court

'

BRANDON RIBAK
Staff Writer

TIDE ROLLS OVER FLORIDA 3213 FOR SEC CHAMPIONSHIP
ATLANTA - The move was so unlike
Nick Saban. The Alabama coach put
away all that boardroom talk for a
leaping shoulder bump with star
running back Mart Ingram.
The Crimson Tide was back on top.
Across the way, Tim Tebow couldn't
do a thing, tears streaming down his
cheeks as he watched the clock wind
down on an ending that wasn't in his
farewell plan.
With Ingram and Greg McElroy
leading an emphatic 32-13 chomping
oftop-ranked Florida on Saturday, No. 2
Alabama again stands supreme in the
Southeastern Conference. More
important, the Tide is just one win
away from an even bigger title - its
first national crown since 1992.
Alabama will face Texas in the BCS
championship game after the No. 3
Longhorns beat Nebraska for the Big 12
championship Saturday night when
Hunter Lawrence nailed a 46-yard field
goal as time expired.
"Everyone had to buy into not to be
denied in this game;' Saban said,
getting back to business after a raucous
celebration at the Georgia Dome. "To be
a champion, that's what you had to do.
I've never been prouder of a group of
players'.'
The no-nonsense coach, who talks of
"The Process" instead of the
houndstooth, needed 9nly three years
to bring Alabama back from a grim era
to a place it was accustomed to under
Paul "Bear" Bryant.
Champions, indeed.
'1hey seemed like they wanted it a
whole lot;' Florida cornerback Joe
Haden said.
Ingram, making a strong bid to
claim the school's first Heisman Trophy,
rushed for 113 yards and three
touchdowns. McElroy threw for 239
yards and a touchdown to claim the
MVP award, showing he's no weak link.
The Alabama defense held Tebow in
check and left him crying at the end.

TEXAS TOPS NEBRASKA 13-12
FOR BCS TITLE GAME BID

C

Success can come in all shapes and sizes.
At 5-foot-9, UCF starting point guard AJ. Rompza
knows all about it.
Though his height may seem like a major disadvantage, Rompza said that's not the case. He
believes that his height brings advantages to
his game on the court.
Against Newberry, Rompza dribbled the
ball quickly down the court, saw an open
lane and attacked the hoop. In his path,
a 6-foot-8 defending forward quickly
cuts in front Rompza, preventing him
from driving in for an easy two
points. Instead of dishing the ball
back out to one of his teammates,
Rompza goes face up and lays the ball
into the hoop on top of the defender.
Rompza said being small makes it
harder for his opponent to defend him
because they have to bend down more and
be fully alert due to his quickness.
"I think he is the best at motivating us
through practice and games as well," said
Isaac Sosa, one of Rompza's teammates.
"He's a guy who is never satisfied with the
amount of work he puts in. He always has that
mindset where he can improve."
Rompza's leadership skills on and off the
court have shaped him into the person he is
today, and Rompza said nobody else deserves
more credit for his success than his mother,
Jean Rompza.
"I've always been a momma's boy,"
Rompza said. "I am really close to my mom
and look at her like my best-friend. I can tell
her anything."
Since joining the UCF basketball team two seasons ago, Rompza has emerged as a fan favorite, mostly
for the downright toughness he brings each and every
game.
"He brings all the grit and toughness and readiness
PLEASE SEE
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Women's b sk tball

I en's basketball

Knights fall in
heartbreaker

UCF stalls after h.~
falls to Irish on ro d

ANDREW KENNEDY
Staff Writer

"

UCF PG AJ. Rompza is averaging 7.6 points and 4.3 assi per
game in 2009, leading his team to an early 6-1 start

ROMPZA'S ON A14

..
-

RYAN BASS
Sports Editor
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ARLINGTON, Texas - For more than
a year, the Texas Longhorns agonized
over falling 1second short of getting
into the Big 12 and national
championship games.
This season, they're conference
champions and headed to the BCS title
game because avideo replay showed
they still had 1 second left.
Given a chance for one last play,
Hunter Lawrence nailed a46-yard field
goal as time expired for good, giving a
roughed-up Colt McCoy and the
Longhorns a 13-12 victory over No. 21
Nebraska in the Big 12 championship
on Saturday night and a spot in the BCS
final against Alabama.
"We had so many things not go our
way tonight;' McCoy said, "but we
found a way'.'
Aloss to Texas Tech with 1second left
in 2008 keptthe Longhorns out of the
Big 12 and national championship
games, letting in ateam they'd beaten
by 10 on a neutral field. That grueling
memory helped convince McCoy to
return for his senior season and it drove
this club all year. In fact, back in July,
Texas coach Mack Brown said:
"Obviously, the only thing Colt wants is
to be 1 second better'.'
The Cornhuskers rushed the field
thinking they'd pulled off the upset
when McCoy threw a pass out of
bounds and the clock inside Cowboys
Stadium showed all zeros. The victory
would've given them a spot in a BCS
bowl and revenge for aTexas upset in
the 1996 title game that kept the
Cornhuskers from playing for the
national championship.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Two potential gametying
three-pointers
were missed by UCF in
the final 8.3 seconds as
the UCF Women's Basketball team fell 62-59 to
Washington, dropping
their record to 2-2 on the
year.
Junior guards Marshay White and Chelsie
Wiley each had a look in
RAM! ROflEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the final seconds, but
each shot narrowly Marshay White scored 19 points in
ahome loss to Washington Sunday.
missed going in.
The Knights never
lead in the game and
trailed by as many as 16
points in the first half.
UCF was without
their star forward and .
UCF vs. Washington
Preseason ConferenceUSA Player of the Year,
junior Emma Cannon,
Formorephotos
who was benched for the
ofthegame:
first half.
www.UCFNews.com
'We knew they would
be big, even with Emma
[Cannon] in, but we had the hal£ Cannon started
planned to start the game the second half and
in zone anyway and play played 14 minutes scormore man later on in the ing four points and grabball game," head coach bing four boards.
The Knights were
Joi Williams said. "We
fold our perimeter play- rejuvenated by Cannon's
ers they had to be a lot return in the second half
more aggressive. D'Nay as they scored the first
[Daniels] and Ashia four points to pull within
Kelly are very quick and 38-27.
With 16:39 left in the
we felt like that was an
advantage but we didn't game and trailing 41-27,
use that to our advantage UCF would start to come
in the first hal£"
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A13
UCF trailed 38-23 at

69-S2

G

The UCF men's basketball team played
arguably their best first
half of basketball all season in the opening period
against Notre Dame on
Saturday.
The problem for the
Knights: college basketball games last 40 minutes, not 20.
After shooting 63 percent in the first half
against the Fighting Irish,
leading to a 41-41 tie at the
break, the Knights (6-2)
were outscored 34-14 in
the first 12 minutes of the
second half en route to a
90-72 loss to the Fighting
Irish (8-1) in South Bend,
Ind.
"They have really
come out of the locker
room and have executed
exceptionally well at the
beginning of second
halves all year long, and
we knew that," head
coach Kirk Speraw said in
the post-game press conference. 'We talked about
it last night, this morning
and at halftime, and they
still did it. You have to

•

-----

•
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UCF guard Taylor Young drives towards the basket in a game against
Newberry. He had just six points on 2-for-7 shooting in the loss to the Irish.

give them credit that they
are able to take their game
to another level kind of
when they want to. Again,
I think that's the sign of a
veteran group."
PLEASE SEE

90-72
UCF vs. Notre Dame

HARANGODY ON A12

COVERAGE OF THE 2009 ST. PETERSBURG BOWL
BEFORE:
The festivities of the Knights in
StPete and ateam matchup.

.

DURING:

Live coverage from Tropicana
Field, in duding a live blog.

AFTER:
Acomplete recap,an analysis
of the win and a column.

•
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Harangody, Abromaitis too tough for UCF
the way, but PCF was able
to stay with Notre Dame
In the first 20 minutes of late in the period en route to
play, it looked as ifUCF was a .41-41 tie at the hal£
brewing an upset over
Out of the break, the
Notre Dame. After falling Knights weren't able to hold
behind 11-4 at the 16:08 mark down the Notre Dame duo
in the first half, the Knights of Tim Abromaitis and Allreeled off a 9-0 run to take a American Luke Harangody.
13-ll lead off a Jakub Kus- Both players combined for
33 of the 49 second-half
mieruk layup.
Both teams exchanged points for the Fighting Irish,
leads eight times the rest of who shot just over 55 perFROM A10

BYTHE NUMBERS
13
Turnovers for the l<nights against
Notre Dame.

60
Combined number of points for
Luke Harangody and Tim
Abromaitis against UCF.

•

Writers who are

doggedly d~termined
to SU'CC&&,d
1

visit the
University Writing Center

htt

1 :/

/uwc.cah.ucf.edLi

cent from the field in the
game.
Coming into the game,
the Knights knew about
Harangody, but it was
Abromaitis who stole the
show, scoring a careerhigh 31 points on 10-of-17
shooting in the game.
Tim
"Obviously,
Abromitis came in and
gave them a tremendous
amount of lift offensively
in the first half and
throughout the entire
game," Speraw said. "He
had a great game and he is
a great player."
guard
A.J.
· Point
Rompza, who scored 13
points in the game, knows
his team missed an opportunity in the second hal£
"We are tied with
Notre Dame - a Big East
team, one ofthe top teams
in the country and at their
place - [at the half], so
you have to come out
fired up and ready to
play," Rompza said. ''You
saw it, we looked lackadaisical and we looked
like we already accomplished the game and we
didn't and they took
advantage of that"

•
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Freshman Marcus Jordan had his best game of his young career in a Knight
uniform, recording nine points on 4-for-4 shooting and six rebounds.

Yasmin and Yaz are widely popular oral contraceptives. These birth control
pills differ from other birth control pills because they contain drospirenone.
Drospirenone causes elevated blood levels of potassium which may lead to
serious health problems. Yasmin and Yaz have been under heavy scrutiny
for possible links to serious medical complications including stroke, heart
attack, gall bladder problems, pulmonary embolism, deep vein -thrombosis
(DVT), and even death. Hundreds of lawsuits have been filed throughout
the U.S. on behalf of women who have developed serious medical prnblems
while using Yasmin or Yaz. The Tampa law firm of Alley, Clark & Greiwe
is currently investigating claims of women who have suffered a stroke,
pulmonary embolism, deep vein thrombosis (DVT), heart attack, and/or
gall bladder removal. Please contact us for important information regarding
your legal rights.

If

•
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There is no cost or attorney's fees unless there is a recovery
of compensation. The hiring of any attorney is an important
decision that should not be based upon advertisement. Before
you decide on an attorney, ask our law firm to send you free
written information about our qualifications and experience.
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407 •7.04-8911
6367 East Colonial Drive
5001 Sand Lake Rd
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.UCF fails to convert on final two Possessions
FROM

AlO ,

9:17mark.
A 10-4 run by the
back led by a high-intensi- Knights starting at the 6:55
ty press put on by the mark was capped off by a
UCFguards.
free throw by Cannon
• The Knights went on a with 2:52 left in the game
10-0 run capped off by a to bring UCF to within
three-point field goal by three points. During the
,; White at the 14:07 mark to run, the press put on by
narrow the deficit to just the Knights forced Washfo~ points.
ington to turn the ball
Washington bounced over five times.
• back with a little run of
UCF would tie the
their own that stretched game ·for the first time
their lead back to 12 by the since the tip-off when

Wiley drove the lane, got
fouled and made the
layup for a three-point
play with 1:36 left in the
contest.
The Knights then had a
chance to take the lead
following a diving steal by
junior D'Nay Daniels on
defense, but White was
unable to convert a contested layup at the other
end.
Washington responded
almost immediately with

a three-point play of their
own finished off by Sarni
Whitcomb.
"It came down to a stop
[on defense] and that's
something we talk about
every day in practice,"
Williams said. "You win
the game through defense
and it came down to one
stop with 39 seconds to go
and we didn't get that •
done, we didn't rotate correctly and Washington
took advantage of it. We

have to learn from that
because to me that's a bigger
issue than any missed
layup."
The Knights could not
convert on their final two
possessions, the first ending .
with a double-dribble violation by Cannon and the final
with two missed threepointers by White and
Wtley.
Both White and Wiley
led the Knights with 19 and
15 points, respectivley. ·

BYTHE NUMBERS
2

Chances the Knights had to knock
down the win,ning shot in
Sunday's game.

14

Total minutes played by Emma
Cannon, who was benched in the
first half.

19

, Total points for Marshay White.

AUTO ACCIDENTS
ALL TYPES
AnER911

CALL 877-IF·IN·PAIN
YHR FREE ONESTIP SHIP FOR LEGAL
&MEDICAl SllUTIDNS All KINDS

---

AMRITHANS

MllllllllllllUHIIIMlllllllmll

•PAIN MANAGEMENT• MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
•ATTORNEY ASSISTANCE• VEHICLEASSISTANCE
• INSURANCECLAIMSASSISTANCE •TRAFFICTICKET ASSISTANCE

ASK FOR IMRIT

'

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

. 407-282-2044
liours: Monday-.Friday 8arn-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

\UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted
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Chelsea Wiley had just 15 points in a loss to Washington on-Sunday afterhoon.The loss snapped a nine-game home w_inning streak for the Knights.

(located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

1. SeU back as· earty as possible during Finals Week
2. Keep books in good condition.
3. Retur~ ALL components that were originally
purchased with the book, such as CDs, etc.
4. Bring your student ID! .

Can 1t ·make it to the store?
Visit one of our buyback tents/trailers around campus!

Your School.
Your Bookstore.
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Rompza's play has helped Knights to 6-2 start
FROM

A10

to play," head coach Kirk
Speraw said. "He's ready to
play at six in the morning or
midnight. When he steps on
the court, he gives it his all
and sets a great example for
our teain."
While the sophomore
currently leads his team in
minutes played per game
(29.9), assists per game (4.3)
and steals per game (2.9), he
does not always receive as
much credit as he deserves.
An underdog most of his
life, Rompza said he has
faced adversity with being
undersized most of his life
and that he has to do more
on the court than the average player, which has forced
him to be in better shape
and to play smarter than his
opponent.
Teammate and close
friend Marcus Jordan said
Rompza has evolved a lot

.1.

since the two played together in high school at Whitney Young in Chicago, Ill.
Jordan said Rompza is more
vocal, knows the game better and has increased his
basketball IQ
Although Rompza is
miles away from accomplishing the ultimate dream
of competing irt the NBA,
he has helped lead his team
to a 6-2 start to the season
while averaging just under
eight points per game.
Rompza believes people
should never judge a book
by its cover because in the
end, you never know how
much·willpower that person possesses.
"This year at po!Jitguard, he's taking care of
the ball better," teammate
Taylor Young · said. "He's
making better decisions and
really being an even better
leader every day in practice
and out on the floor."

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURf1

In his second season, AJ. Rompza has taken more of an aggressive role scoring the basketball iri 2009 with Jermaine Taylor leaving for the NBA after last season.
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NEW SCOOTERS FROM $199
RIDE GREEN SCOOTERS 671 W. FAIRBANKS AVE. WINTER PARK
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12000 Collegiate Way
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M any of the problems people face they simply can't deal with alone. They
need professional help. Webster University's M .A. in Counseling g ives you the
knowledge to do t he job. W ebst er has a faculty that practices w hat it teaches,
class hours that w ork around your schedule, and small classes w ith a lot of
one-on-one attentio n. When you help yo urself, you' ll be able to help other
people. Co_nt act us today.

•Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt
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•High Speed Internet Access
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Nomore
hlingry Knights
U

p on the third floor of
the Student Union,
there sits Knights
Helping Knights, a new program on campus worthy of .
your involvement.
K.HK started as a
response to the extra pres~
sures heaped onto student
life by the economic downturn and has taken the form
of a take-what~you-need ·
food pantry. You can get the
full scoop about K.HK in
today's news section.
Starvation isn't so much
an issue around the university, but there is a place for
this kind of program at UCF.
There is a case for some
relief; tuition isn't getting
any cheaper, and students
are reporting that parental
support is becoming scarce
because of layoffs.
Anybody who's taken a

look at Maslow's hierarchy
knows that before anything
else can really get done, the
question of ''What am I
going to eat?" needs an
answer.,With a food pantry
as a backup plan, students
facing tough times can
weather through without
worrying about malnutrition
or how it would affect their
performance in class.
The program relies on
donations, which means it
cansurvivetoµghtimes
without worrying so much
about budget cuts. KHK can
be sustained as long as there
is the will among students
to keep it going.
Another upside to a
donation-based model is
that nobody is obligated to
pitch in. While having food
available for students who
feel that they need some

ti

help can do some good at
our school, nobody can feel
like their money is being
spent for them.
Sometimes care packages
and supplies sent by relatives don't always hit the
mark. In these cases, it's.
always better to donate the
food you know you won't
eat then let it take up space
in the refrigerator until
expiring.
This initiative has the
potential to expand. The
resources provided by KHK
could well go beyond providing donated food to hungry students if it is allowed
to grow.
Knights Helping Knights
is a piece of good news. If
we can show real support
for good news like this, then
we can expect more in the
future.

Have yourself a
merry v~cation
J

ust over the exams hill
lies the reprieve of winter break. From us here
at the Future, we'd like to
wish all of our readers a
safe and happy holiday
break.
Foremost, be safe. A lot
of you have long drives
ahead of you, and we urge
you all to take your time
and make it home and back
in one piece. Sometimes
school obligations and
move-out deadlines synchronize nicely for an extraagonizing road trip, but
remember that safety takes
priority over punctuality.
The extra pit stops associated with the extra-large
cup of coffee are well worth
it when weighed against the
dangers of falling asleep at
the wheel. If caffeine isn't

an option for you, pick up
an audio book or develop a
taste for heavy metal whatever it takes to stay
awake.
The winter break affords
opportunities to get back in
touch with those folks from
whom we've grown apart.
No Facebo.ok feature can
replace the genuine effort of
reconnecting with the people who aren't as much a
part of your life. The holidays are intended to bring
folks together.
As stud~nts, we have a
lot of perspective to gain
from seeing the different
paths our former peers have
taken. It's always good to
see where the road has
taken people since you last
saw them, and at the very
least gives you something to

talk about when you get
back.
But beyond all of the regular imperatives, don't forget that the holidays are
meant to be enjoyed. Across
the board, people are
receiving more and more
pressure and work, home
and school. While this holiday break may see more
people taking the tune to
pick up extra hours at work,
there's still time to enjoy
the relative break.
Improvise, get creative,
work around the changes
and make new tradition; do
what has to be done to get
that squeeze that collective
warm and fuzzy holiday .
spirit out of break. It's one
of those awesomely tackY,
and sentimental things that
isn't subject to recession.

W
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This is not goodbye,
·just a vacation of ink
lege newspaper staff
It seems like it was
work as hard as we will
just yesterday.
all be working in the
I was bleary-eyed at
9 a.m. on a Sunday, sipspring.
To continue the
ping coffee in the hopes
brave forage into the
that it would make the
21st century, we will be
morning seem less like
changing the process in
a morning and more
which we pitch our
like something enjoyassignments to properly
able.
cater to the growing
As the coffee's wakJEFFREY ~llEY
Web presence.
- ,ening effects set in, I
Editor-in-Chief
OK, so to knock off ·
typed out a column,
explaining to you, the
the boring journalism
readers, our plan for the semester. lingo: We are going to have a lot
August just doesn't seem like a
more coverage on our Web site in
long time ago,
the spring - even more than we
Well, here I am again, at rough- had this semester. Which is saying
ly 9 a.m. on a Sunday, sipping cofa lot, because for the first time
fee and trying to make the world
this semester, we had regular Web
updates.
make sense on fewer hours of
That means more coverage of
sleep than i would have hoped for.
This time, I am not saying hello
UCF as a whole, more video and
for the semester.
more multimedia aspects.
I am also not saying goodbye.
I'm pretty sure I've used this
For the first time - at least the analogy before, but a newspaper is
first time I can remember while
not like bowling. There is no perfect score; there is always room
working at the Future - we will
have continuing coverage of what
for improvement. .
And the plan is to do just that.
is going on at UCF all throughout
the winter break, froin breaking
It has not always been easy this
news to sports.
semester. I'm pretty sure everyone
There is a reason that this is
in the newsroom has argued with
happening for the first time now. I someone else at least once this
owe all the successes of this
semester. But we got through it,
and we put our soul into print and
semester, as well as the pioneering spirit that is driving this news- on the Web site.
paper to cover events well into
We certainly hope you enjoyed
the winter break, to the amazing
what we worked on this semester.
editorial staffI had the pleasure of I know I enjoyed working on it. I
also hope you enjoy what we have
working with this semester.
to pffer in the spring as well.
What I'm the most pleased
with is that the majority of the
And remember - check out
staff is returning. That means you www.UCFNews.com over the
break for updates.
h:we even more to expect in the
I just cannot stop plugging our
spring. .
Not to start sounding like Tim
site, even on a tired Sunday mornTebow, but you'll never see a coling.

ON UCFNEWS.COM

Don't forget to
come up.for air
the Student Union has made and it's funny until it hapits space available 24 hours a pens to you.
day for the next week. The
Getting up from your
desk can also be a good
library on the main campus
move that gets pushed aside.
is also rolling out extended
hours of operation to meet
Staring at a page with noth-.
ing going on behind your
the needs of finals week.
· eyes doesn't yield good
Keep an eye out for
school supplies and tutoring results.
made available by SDES and
Sometimes, all it takes is a
SARC, as well.
short walk to get the wheels
In these situations, stuturning again. Even if your
workload demands that you
dents can fall into self-sabotaging categories of understay 20,000 leagues deep in
achievers and overachievers. the books, take the time to
get some air, or none of it
For some, it's important
to remember that there is
will sink in.
such a thing as working too
Even if working too hard
hard. Sleep can be put off
hasn't been your problem,
'!Jut ultimately shouldn't be
and finals week is more of a
labeled so unproductive that penance for the semester's
there isn't any time for it.
procrastination, know that
The sitcom-esque irony
you can't learn it all in one
of the student that studies
night.
too hard and is subsequently
· Self-flagellation in the
too burned out to do well
form of brutal cramming
(or wake up in time for) the
sessions is no substitute for
test happens every year proper studying techniques.
(

·"·,

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Don't be afraid to
relocate

.

elcome to finals
week. For so many
students, this is the
week that is the darkest hour
that comes just before the
dawn.
No matter how tough or
how many exams are on
your plate, know that you
are at an institution
equipped to handle the
demand for food, space,
research and silence that
comes with this time of year.
Rather than fold, crack
and break up under amci.ety,
any student would be wise
to take advantage of the
resources on campus and
keep an eye on the light at
the end of the tunnel.
You've most likely been
working hard the rest of the
semester, so take a ip.oment
to take the right approach to
exams.
Around campus, the
-Knight in need can find that

..

dents per class.
I'm not sure UCF has focused on
the right type of expansion. If we
are going to be a research hub for
the state of Florida. we need to
expand our graduate studies- not
undergrad.

We're lucky we're at UCF. Students at FSU and UF are in much
worse shape... a lot of companies
are still looking for interns or co-YOURNAM
ops in the orlando area. and that
seems to be the key to getting the
full time position after right now.
Most companies are still hiring the
interns and co-ops, and then keeping them for full time after, its those
Help get the word out! BLACK
who don't have work experience
OUT even though we're wearing
that are SOL Instead of trying to
white jerseys...
look out of state, its better to focus
- KNIGHTFAN
on getting internships/co-ops here
in orlando, right now.

(

Let's renew the war on
1-4 for St. Pete's sake

- vouRNAME

Internships are easier to get by
UF students than UCF students.
I've traveled-to different places
around the country and it's obvious
that more schools recruit UF students MUCH MUCH more than
they do UCF. Co-ops are easier to
get by UCF students since they live
in Orlando and UF is in the middle
of nowhere.
UCF has a potential to be on par
with UF academically, but our
administration would rather focus
on allowing everybody and their
mom to get into our programs and
increasing accessibility. That
sounds great until you have 60 stu-

CollegeStack lays out all the
info on UCF and Orlando

This is interesting, though I'd
have to say there is no connection
between Apple and College Stack. I
can't see one similarity in any
sense.

When I first saw these guys
walking aroun1 the tailgates with
their matching airbrushed t-shirts, I
thought they were a new airbrush tshirt company. Maybe they should
stick to airbrushed t-shirts, because
their website is an abomination.
- AIRBRUSH
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classy-ieds
By phone: 407-447-4555

•
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PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

Byfa:x: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
HELP WA~TED:
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EWITENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day polential. No E>lpe!ience
Neressay. TraiTg f'rcMjerj_
/',ffi 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1CJ7.

Caeers 11 ~ 8p:J1s
Ma1<etrg Rrm haserirylevel
cperrgs FtJTraiirg Pro-.m:1F/T, P/T & Pad I ~

A ~ Tremeroous Growth
~ ll!lllyb' 2 bewi!u

cttien ooy 4 ard git 1 fa' !)<It
tire 9-1 m-f or U tire 9-6 m-1h
Pay is $9
h' please cal Jet 4CJ1 252-7002

RV deive!y ciMllS needed
DeM:r RVs, tJoas cm tru:ks for
PAY! CleM:rkl al 48 stales cm
'Canaja Fcr detais kJg a, 1D www.c
RV~

PJ Paues 11 Uriversa City Wfit<.
has IMMEDIATE OPENIIIGS b'

Rooms b' rent i1414 becioom

•

Mila-os Pizza roN m-g in Avrbl
Park. Expeiiero;d Savas.
Cble t> UCF ~ i1 per.;m:
3564Avrkxl ~ East.EM.
Stite B2ffi
Orm::b, 32828. f'ltjx Sh:wi"g 01r
4CJT-273-fflBB

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

----------DISHNetwork

SURVEYTAKERS NEEDED:
M!i<e $5-25 per9.1Vey. www.GelPaicITolri11<.a:xn

$·19.99;mo

Why Pay More For TV?

•

100+ Channels,
FREE 4-Room Install, FREE HD-DVR

.,

$600 Sign-up BONUS!
~~o~
Plus

1-877-473-5033

•

407-834-8971
417 CenterPointe Cir Ste# 1711 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

www.peabodyvacations.com

FIRST MONTH FREE
$1300 3Q CleEr1 OOJSEl, dire, 2
ca-~. 5!itfloorµa,. W!D
cm lawn are ro..ded.Furistal

Male ltlOfTl11!l1a wa1led 11414 at
Riverlkd Aj:is $515 utilies re.
FtJy furis1oo w/ UCF stutlle
LewefranJcn.ay11DJuy31

~Avrbl Pai<. 321-2172300 ~@tdmal.mn

Qna:iOlet~OO

~ close to UCF.

Jacuzzi, ta; pool table,
granite cot.l11Emps, tile, new
applimlces. 2 weeks FREE
prla to Jan. 1.
Only $1200tno o.b.o.
'Cal 407-7l»o098 for Info.
3bectooms2~ 2Ca'
Galcgeb'rent 111..hveraly Dr
cm 0ea1 Rd. Less 1hcn 5 rm
from UCF Stwens £re web:>rre.
$1,1!i0Mo. $1,150 Deposit fee.
Calfori1fo. 4CJT~
3Q OOJSe with 2 ca-~-

_Ht.ge romlEd l:m< p:xm. 5

rm kl UCF Al tiehxs.
Frepla;e, Wf!lit'e' Dyer, lawn
are ro..ded. Fenced ba:k yard
~ Ok. $1,150tron1h. (321)
3CX3-0372
R~@~.mn

www.ForRentNear1JC.com
UCFAreaTOWNHOMES Tie
ts, crgsfcns,al ~ resv
~ 21Y2.5b,1 yeer lease
$!rotro fist rrot5eC dep. 321536&!30 j;.rnakavi@~.mn

UCF AREA HOUSE in Galed Com.
1-kJQe SILrlrmg 4/lAII applmces Incl
Available 12/15{)9 $ 1 ~
Cal Nick@ 407-810-7622

Temporary, part time positions
Census Takers
Crew Leaders
Crew Leaders Assistants
Recruiting Assistants
Census Clerks

•

•

Census jobs offer:
./
./
./
./
,/

$10.5,0- 15.50/hr
paid training
flex hrs up to 40/wk
mileage reimbursement
work near your home

You may qualify if you:
•

•

••
••
•

./
,/
./
./
,/

are 18 or older
have a valid SSN
pass a background check
take and pass written test
can work up to 40 hrs per
week during the day

Call l-866-861-2010
or visit

www.201Ocen.susiobs.govU.S. Census Bureau is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
US CENSUS BUREAU

• .~-- - - ------,.--------i
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contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

8

8

11 5

1999 Di!mn:IJock Recdo!'Teem
8MX Bi<e i1 exrelent oordoon
\Wh:

1. Prdie 1!DTm 3-p:; crai< w,f'rofie ~ 1lyv.t,ea
2 FRANKOdesqm aumrn
frame
3.Alo1dlxa<es
4. ACS C1aws t u , ~
5.Maw:rms
6.A-Hea::lheedlet
7. &n-Rirge Pooals'w.terrovalE

pegs
8.0iailtensors
9.H:b.Yaxles
ftski"g$2X)
Cal H!l1ley a: 561-662-0702 or
811al at ltJgscir0003@~.mn

200'.l Herda CM: $80012001
NisscnAllina $350! 200'.)1'D..ra
lnlega $500! POLICE
IMPOUNDS! forlistrgs cal (000}36&9813 ext 9271

ACROSS

1 Ringing phone
on stage, e.g.
5 Place to unwind
1OComplacent
14 Medal recipient
15 Panama divider
16 Ice cream parlor
order
17 Some lemony
quaffs
18Spring up
19Took the subway
20 Prospecting
swindle
'
23 USN rank
24 Utmost degree
25 Shadow
27 Suffix with farm
or home
29 Fly in the
ointment
32 North Pole toy
maker
33 Thinner, as
smoke
36 Temptation on a
hook
37Multilevel
investment
swi'ndle
40Stratagem
41 Accomplished
with a single try
-42 Slip signed by a
debtor
43 Quiche base
44 Inuit craft
48 Essence of roses
50 Sigma follower
52 King beater
53 Sleight-of-hand
sidewalk swindle
58 Brit's elevator
59 Cube or sphere
60 Similar (to)
61 Load to bear
62 Reclassified
planet
63Go~er
Ballesteros
64 like the
stepsisters in
"Cinderella"
65 Red Sea republic
66 Ready to drive,
asagolfbaU

12

13

17
20
23

64

By Robert Fisher

DOWN
1 Parts of a cycle
2 Stinging crawler
3 Ultimatum words
4Big name in
breakfast cereal
5 Barely adequate
6 Stereotypical
pirate's cry
7 Part of ICU
8 Poet Ogden
9Toward the
sheltered side
10 Curtain material
11 Ray from a
natural satellite
12 Be situated
beneath
13 'My goodness"
21 Gandhi's land
22 Java holder
26 Shipboard
direction
28 Bad way for
plans to go
29 Go-with dishes
30 Loch of lore
31 St. Louis's
Gateway _
34 Reason for an air
quality alert
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Last issue solved
35 Bullet-on-metal
noise
36 Second in a se<ies
37 Cooking up a
coup
38 Like kids'
enthusiasm
39 Folderol
40 Actress 2adora
43 Before, of Yore
45 Derek Jeter, e.g.
46 Busy

47Wailed
49 Culturally
pretentious
50 Hackneyed
51 Home builder's
afterthought
54Notice
55 Nat or Natalie
56 School r!)union
attendee
57 HopS-oven
58 Singer Rawls

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds .

m

.Arnuty, or 1..o11ay Wnrrgs
1t-e Cash You l\leej_ Cal Chis
(816)582-1193 or
c:tris~a:xn

Pool OOJS9 412/2 $1395tro + LIii
lngot.rdJXX)l&spaPati;iy
~
561-796-7966 or72'1-51&6564

Rily Grp Spec.,Ll.C 4CJT-359«00

Orlando Local Census
Office

j

BIG PLANS Bei"g H€tl L4) ~11-e
Erorany? Tun Gout Settlement,

$85Qlro.

I Now!

I

I

I

'312/2. Looia:l 11 o.ati
l..ageanld birtymj.
$1,cxntro ilides w.tiA~
Jcn.ay 1st 4CJT-9'23-<3400

Wrta Pcrk-FULLSAIL.Ax;F area
31:mQ ooth, tied, 1 ca- gcrlg:!
Poo:h1a<e viewsO..tiesoc:

It's in Our Hands

3 7

9

C Puzzles by Pappocom

41 i
3.

---

suldolku
2 8
6
9 Fill_in the grid so
that every row,
4 5 column and 3x3 box

I

I

-·-

2
-·- ---

•··-··

$J.3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
B
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
8
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
B
B . • Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

81

-,1

$19

CROSSWORD
Male ltlClfTlT'ae wailed b' 41411
Alalaya aw. $560iron. &Xi
OOMVSeC. UitilAl.g. 51h.
239-287-5828

$680 o.b.o. 407-78>-0768

Peabody Vacations LLC is a seasoned vacation
call center with a primary focus on high-end destinations
for domestic and international travelers. Our state-of-theart call center is in Uptown AltalT)onte and we're looking
for college students who have a crave to make money,
work a flexible schedule in a high energy environment.
Benefits available: paid vacation, day & night hours,
aggressive compensation package, opportunity for
growth.
·
·

A.
B
A

9 5

7

Rate(

$9
S6

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

ensorroso@hotmliloom

A

I
I

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A

800 Misc:ellaneous

www.~Fa:xn

MOBI.EHOME
E. Colonial, large lot, 2 & 3 bdrms

1 Stop Florida Excitement

B

900 Wanted

l2 homewilh na,y

www.semesterbreakwork.com

,.,.

ForSale:Automotive
ForSale:General
ForSale: Pets

Services
Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship

tune. $475+ per rocm Ui. &
Yero rd. lncivdJal Leases OR
$1625 b' tooie. 2 nies 1D UCF
Mnh 1D merit, avai.
4CJT-700-0768 Ensorrooo@trtnai

cm sa1es

@itc,bs me deiwmJ
excelert 0.JSIOOlef savioe.
Mnallwdrg~~).
11,f trail.
Please E!IT1ai resunes 1D
ash31ya;v1tu@~.mn

C

RATES
~

325
350
375
400
500

Room b' Rent 11 furis1oo 4 lxl
tune. 1 TTie to UCF off Uriv.
ntemet. cm1e, LIii. ro.
$600trnn. Cal m'3f/J-m7

Ma5ler' Bectoorn Fcr Rent w/
Priva1e ~Furished-Female
Roorrma!es-Avaiale a,yline
Iran Deulrrtler 15Cal 239-8103713

a59:ldalesat~
Orlcn:b
B e ~ b'takrg QJaity

•

•

200
225
250
275
300

CJA:x)rtuities&H.rdsoo
E>lpe!ience Cal us~ (407)
951-<5819

~

•

100
125
150
175

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-Time C
HelpWanted:Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartinents
B
Roommates
A
sublease
A
For Sale: Hornes
B

100

cm oo::asooa1 ewrrg.

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

FOR RENT:
[~
~ Apartments

FOR SALE TOA GOOD HOME
Female Bluegold MIK:aw

hcludes:
W4f1', 030", H45'' to1a1 H65.5''
Cal. cage, play stn:I, toys
plus misc. Items. REDUCED
PRICE $1,000.00, OBO. For
morede4ails, serious~
only please; call J.J. at 407619-7769

ATTEND COUEGE ONLINE Iran
f-bne. "tv'ai::al, "B.Jsness,
"Paralegal, *Pa:otm-g, "Qirm
Jusooe...ti) pla)3m3nt
assistrre. CooµJla' avaiatje,

FiwcialAD~cµiified.
Cal (888):m3179,
www.CentuaOrire.mn.

&.nstr,e 8!bf.;itti'g is bcmed

cm insuedl A ~ 24trs!
(407) 42Hi605 www.-

~CXlll1.

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
Corrpele5-0aypocka;ies
Iran $189. Al pocka;ies m..de
~

ause cm tciel.

www.BatmlaSLn.mn

00>007-0018

MOVE IN TODAY!
'The Ect,;Je" loca:ed a,Alalaya
& Reseath Pkwy. 2 becioom 2
ooth. 0-e female roorrmale U1li
DecemJer. Or'ly a q.mar TTie
Iran UCF 24 rargym, JXX)I &
Q<1119 room. $615 a mon1hwa1Er, eloori: & gas ro..ded!
Cal 56h'313-1002or811al:

m:xl<mal@att.l:e::l<berry.net

UCF/NE ORLANDO
Cdolia Pcinte L.uxi.,y Aj:is
1 & 2 Becrooms Free W!D, JXX)I,
fitress renEI', pefus.
2300 Ero, Cr. 4CJT-679rol1

CANYOUFlND
ANYTHING BETTER!
$275 PER MO. Dec. is FREEi
Pmcess room, JJivae
bahoom. Females orfy. No
psis. GaiEd CXll1T11Uily, u
ca::ana, OONtoY.mJrre.
Cal 4CJT-3400087

Rooms avail for cm,, quiet and
resp. serior or gadla studen1s
in mnaculale~ home near UCF.
MIily lWades Incl. lawn and
jacuzzi are.~+ 11.3 uti
1wo weeks FREE prior to .kn 1•
Call 407-7l»o098 for more Info.
2 rooms avai. $500!ro.-+Ulil. 1
masla' $550,iro.-+Ulil. Lewe aval.

per semester: GaiEd oorrm.
WnarSprgs, Docii & Red~
Lake fld. CleEr1. safe,~
al:Jwoo w/'!;2ffJ deJ:x)sit. Cal
Meissa 4CJT-6200048 b' mire
i1fo.
2 rooms avaictAe i1 ~ tooie.
3 nies Iran UCF: mnaiae

oro.pa-cy $500 a rrcnh ilides
uti1ies. cal Si;o.e 954665-1110

Room fcr rent in 6
becioom tooie. Berm UCF
$550,iro. lrd lrtemel,Qije,
utiities, W!D, dslwasher,
cxmruity JXX)I. Camm aea
roN. Cal
4CJT..ff16-f£/Jl a 321-438-1354 (.

mac servre.A~

•

A18

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Dec. 7, 2009 • (entnl 1fotiba ::futui:e
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